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TI - Colour moving image-still picture conversion mechanism used in information
processing appts e.g. PC - carries out correlation processing of extracted image section with
corresponding pixel in other image frames

AB - J08307893 The mechanism supplies a colour composite video signal to a Y/C
isolation circuit (1), the output ofwhich is supplied to a RGB conversion circuit (2). The
RGB transformed output is supplied to an A/D converter (3). The distinguished data is stored
in the form of frames into a VRAM (4). Each image frame is divided into different sections.
The image division is carried out by segregating the section containing the pixels, whose
attributes are beyond predetermined threshold.

This particular seggregated image section is extracted from anyone frame of the
animation sequence. Then on one to one correspondence basis correlation between pixels
^nta-ii^^:tte - -

performed. The correlation processed image is combined with extracted image to form the
required still picture which is then output to a display unit (6).

ADVANTAGE - Enables good clarity to be obtained.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible fozr any
damages caused by the use of this translation

.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** s]2OWS the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] It is required that a quality static image is incorporated from the color

compound video signal of television or a video simple to information processors, such as a personal

computer.

[0002] this invention relates to the animation and still picture DBMS which obtains a color static

- image from- the color compound video-signal of a-standard-method.

[0003]

[Description of the Prior Art] If luminance-signal Y and chrominance-signal C are not completely

separated when incorporating the compound color compound video signal of standard methods
(NTSC, PAL, SECAM system, etc.), the noise component called a cross color and dot interference

will occur. Although in the case of dynamic images, such as a television video, it is seldom
conspicuous with the visual after-image effect in order that level may invert those signal components
for every field and every frame, in the static image incorporated in the personal computer etc., it will

be conspicuous.

[0004] Drawing 3 is a conceptual diagram of a configuration of obtaining the conventional static

image. In order to incorporate a static image from a color compound video signal to an information

processor, Y / C separation VCF 1 separates into luminance-signal Y and chrominance-signal C, and

it changes into an RGB code by YC / RGB conversion circuit 2, and writes in an image memory 4 as

a digital image by the analog-to-digital-conversion circuit 3. It displays, after displaying it on a

display 6 etc. then, or performing a predetermined image processing and deforming by the program
of a microprocessor 8 and the memory 9.

[0005] As Y / a C separation circuit method, there is a circuit method which is shown in drawing 4 .

The circuit which constituted (1) from a low-pass filter (LPF) 1 1 and a band-pass filter (BPF) 12

simply, The adapted type two-dimensional Kushigata filter circuit to which (2) has the line memory
21 and 22 for one horizontal scanning, the frequency Y / C separation circuit 23, the Y between
lines / C separation circuit 24, and horizontal / vertical correlation-detection circuit 26, (3) is the still

complicated frame memory 37 for one screen, the inter-frame Y / C separation circuit 33, the Y in a

field / C separation circuit 34, and a 3 motion adaptation type-dimensional radial-fin-type-filter

circuit that has the motion detector 36. (1) Although a separation of a Y signal and C signal becomes
good at the order of - (3) and quality of image becomes good, a radial-fin-type-filter circuit becomes
intricately [ especially a 3-dimensional radial-fin-type-filter circuit ] and expensive.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, when treating a static image with a personal

computer etc. unlike the case where dynamic images, such as a television set, are treated, I want to

realize quality of image equivalent to using an expensive 3-dimensional radial-fin-type-filter circuit

simple as at a low price as possible.

[0007] this invention aims at obtaining a high-definition static image by compounding two or more
inputted frames of a video dynamic image in the information processor.

[0008]

[Means for Solving the Problem] A means to input a color dynamic image, to perform Y / C
separation, and RGB conversion from a color compound video signal in the device in which a static
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image is obtained, to incorporate two or more frame signals of a dynamic image, and to hold as two
or more digital images, A means to **** the pixel fraction which measures the pixel of the picture
image of each frame and has the difference beyond a predetermined value, and other fields, It has a
means to compound the means which extracts the picture image field with the difference beyond a
predetermined value from any one frame, a means to perform correlation processing for every
correspondence pixel about two or more digital images, and the picture image which performed
correlation processing with the picture image field where the above was extracted.

[0009] Furthermore, a means to detect that the size of the field which is the pixel which compares the
picture image of two frames and has the difference beyond a predetermined value is below a
-predetermined value is established.

[0010]

[Function] If it is the picture image which stood it still by performing correlation processing and
compounding two or more digital images of a continuous frame, since the cross-color noise and dot
interference noise which are generated since Y / C separation is imperfect are an opposite phase in
inter-frame, they will be removed.
[001 1] The fraction from which the picture image changed can be extracted from one frame, and can
make high the quality of image ofmost picture images by inserting in the fraction to which the
picture image which performed and obtained correlation processing corresponds.
[0012] By judging the size of the fraction from which the picture image changed, processing of
waiting until the grade of a "quality-of-image impVovement of a picture image'is shown or the

'

improvement effect becomes size can be performed.

[0013]

[Example] Drawing 1 is a block diagram of the example of this invention. Moreover, drawing 2 is

the explanatory drawing of operation. Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained with
reference to a drawing.

[0014] this example considers as an input NTSC signal which is the example of representation of a
color compound video signal. It consists ofY / C separation circuit 1 which outputs Y / C signal, a
RGB conversion circuit 2 which changes a Y signal and C signal into the three-primary-colors signal
ofRGB, and an analog-to-digital-conversion circuit (ADC) 3 which changes an RGB code into a
digital signal. In the personal computer of a hardware configuration which connected the video input
circuit which puts the picture image for one frame into an image memory (VRAM) 4, the
microprocessor 8, and the memory 9 by bus 7 Processing by the quality-of-image improvement
processing program 90 realizes so that a high-definition static image may be obtained. The content of
VRAM4 is changed into an analog signal by the digital-to-analog conversion circuit (DAC) 5, and is

displayed on the display 6 ofCRT etc. In addition, Y / C separation circuit 1 is simple circuits which
were shown in drawing 4(1).
[0015] The quality-of-image improvement processing program 90 consists of the frame
incorporation routine 91, the comparison draw routine 92, the correlation (equalization) routine 93,
the picture image synthesis routine 94, etc. The frame incorporation routine 91 is controlled to input
a picture image frame to a video input circuit succeeding VRAM4, and incorporates the picture
image oftwo frames in memory 9 through a bus 7 from VRAM4 succeeding the meantime (fly-back-
line term etc.) [refer to view 2 (1) and (2)].

[0016] Within the limits of it, the comparison draw routine 92 compares the picture image of the
picture image fields PI and P2 on the memory 9 obtained as a result for every RGB for every pixel,
the picture image domain with the difference beyond a predetermined value is judged, and the pixel
of one of the two's picture image field PI is extracted, and the other pixel sets a value to '0' and sets it

to P3.

[0017] The correlation (equalization) routine 93 performs correlation processing (it is calculation of
the average for every RGB of a correspondence pixel) about two picture image fields PI and P2
where the above was held, and sets a result to new PI [refer to view 2 (2) and (3)].

[0018] Next, the picture image synthesis routine 94 overwrites the Value of the pixel which is not '0'

of P3 at the pixel to which PI corresponds. That is, the extracted change fraction is replaced with the
correspondence fraction of the picture image by which correlation processing was carried out [refer
to view 2 (3) and (4)].
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[0019] As a result of the above processing, the picture image which remained in PI field is written in

VRAM4 (the input from a video input circuit is intercepted), and it displays on a display 6. Since Y /

C separation circuit 1 is simple circuits, although a separation with luminance-signal Y and
chrominance-signal C is not enough and contains noise components, such as a cross color and dot
interference, in the image data of one frame, since it is denied that it equalizes them for every pixel

since the noise component oftwo continuous frames is an opposite phase, the quality of image of the
picture image which remained in P 1 field is high. Therefore, the good static image of quality of
image can be displayed. Although the animation fraction ofthe picture images (firaction with much
change) cannot make quality of image high, since what is necessary is for an operator to choose the

frame with little change and just to incorporate it, there are few problems practically.

[0020] Moreover, when the number of the pixels which are not '0' of P3 is more than a predetermined
number, you may be made to tell an operator by expressing as the mark of sound or a screen etc.

about the purport. Moreover, if the frame which follows the picture image fields PI and P2 on
. memory is inputted, it performs reputting in while there are more pixels which are not '0' ofP3 than a

predetermined number, and it becomes less than a predetermined number, the frame with many
quiescence fractions can be automatically chosen and processed by being made to perform
processing below correlation processing.

[0021]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, according to this invention, the static image which
incbrpofatecl the color "compound video signal using Y / C separation circuit by the simple frequency

"

VCF can be processed, and ****** quality of image can be obtained to the static image incorporated
using Y / C separation circuit by the 3-dimensional radial fin type filter.

[Translation done.]
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